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Geographical Narcissism

• A concept articulated by Associate Professor Malin Fors

• Stems from her work in Psychology

• Malin suggests that geographical prejudices exist along a 
spectrum: urban to rural to remote

• Clearly this has similarities in rural medicine, philosophy, 
mental health, and planetary health, and of course IPC



Geographical Narcissism

• How does this present in IPC?

• Where do our guidelines come from?

• Where is our research undertaken?

• Who funds, undertakes, and publishes our research?



• All are authored by HCWs/researchers in large metropolitan 
centres

• There are some authors in 3 papers that could be argued are 
regional, but in high income countries

• None discuss the possible implications for their results 
outside of their setting, one acknowledges this as possible 
limitation



• Hard to argue however:

• Many IPC guidelines, P&P, SOPs etc. are set centrally

• Do IPC teams have the remit to modify these?



IPC Saviourship and Geopolitics

• IPC is small world despite the overarching nature of our 
work

• We all want to help each other and support improvements 
in our field

• We have to recognise our reasons for working with others 
and consider are we actually helping….



Collaborative support framework 



Where can we improve?

• Using another concept from A/Prof Fors, Potato Ethics

• A Swedish metaphor: “being a potato” compares human 
activity to being a humble side dish: general, useful, and 
versatile—cooperating in the service of whatever is 
necessary and actively learning whatever is needed to do so.

• For those of us in urban/high income areas this means we 
need to be adaptable and useful



Where can we improve?

• For those of us not in the urban/high income areas agitate 
for change

• For those in the urban/high income areas support the 
agitation and truly collaborate

• For those producing research to guide IPC practices 
consider implications outside of your setting



Summary

• Geographic narcissism exists, recognise the impacts of this 
on your work and you

• True collaboration can work, it can be more difficult but 
ultimately the outcomes will matter more

• Be a potato (a Swedish one)
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